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‘This report describes the history of the POPPY project from its 
concept in 1958 through its termination on 3 September 1977, This 
history was compiled at the request of the Director; National Recon~ 
naissance Office ta the Director, Program C, Included in this report 
are the significant events during the nineteen years of the POPPY pro- 
ject, including. the development and refinement of POPPY satellites, 
migsion ground: stations, ground readout equipment, enelog analysis, 
and data processing, ‘tha impact of failures, probleme and anoitelies 
are evaluated. Successes of the POPPY project are measured against 
program objectives, ‘Technical data, cost history, key contributions, 
a glossary of terms related to the POPPY project, and a bibliography 
ate contained in annexes to the report. 

Each of the chapters in thé report ig intended ta be somewhat 

self-contained. Annex 1 containg a summary of mission characteristics 
‘and merges some information from the third through the seventh chap- 
ters in order to provide a chronological summary of the technological 
innovations in. the order of the launches. Fe : 
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respond with a tremendous effort and close that gap. In retrospect 

the Vanguard program with its spectacular failure but subsequent suc- 

cess and its tremendous technology advances may have been the best 

‘thing that could have heppened to the infant U.S. space program. = 

Also, of much more specific value to the Navy was the fact that 
vanguard had developed 2 technology base in satellite design at NRL. 

which formed the foundation for the subsequent POPPY program,  — 

These first spece exploration successes stimulated the Advanced 

Research Projects Agency (ARPA) to solicit other DOD elements for pro- 

posalg for space related projects. the Chief of Naval Operations 
(CNO) relayed the query to Navy scientific and technical. organizations 

by asking, "All handg to consider how they could use spacé in their 

design ideas for the Navy.” | | 7 ~~ 

| NRE responded to the CNO query with the proposal to launch a 

satellite inta a 50@ NM circular orbit. ‘the satellite would he. 

equipped with an § band crystal-video receiver ta detect signals of 
sufficient power density and would use. an uncoded radar beacon to 
transpond them (pulse-for-pulse) down to cooperative ground stations 
for recording and subsequent analysis, ‘The proposal was reviewed and 

approved through the Navy and DOD and was approved by the President in 
- August 1959 as Project TATTLETALE. = *: a 

ae (aoe @ 4 “hey “30 & ., eee Se a oe 

_ eer reeimm by the President and to a presidentias 

ordér to tighter security. A special security system was theri estah~ 

lished by the Office of Neval Intelligence (@NI). Access was limited 

to individuals with a strict need-to-know and required the approval of 

-QNI, ARPA, or the Office of the Special Assistant to the Secretary of 

‘Defense (Special Operations), Those individuals granted access were 

required to execute a project secrecy agreement. et , : 

"NRL developed the concept and designed the ELINM satellite and 
ground readout equipment which was continued es the top secret Project 

eo ee 
thee 5 
4 : 

Walnut. Additional security wad provided by adding an NRL scientific 

cover experiment designed to telemetér measurements of solar activity | 

_ in X-ray, Lyman-Alpha, and ultraviolet tediations above the earth's 

atmosphere. This cover experiment became the first of a series of 
SOLRAD Satellite experiments designed and exploited by thé Naval 

Research Laboratory. ‘The cover namé GRAH (Galactic Radiation and 

Background) was used for the intelligence and scientific satellite. 

With the first launch pending, new importance was added to the 

project after the crash of a U-2 high-altitude reconnaissance aircraft 

in the U.S.S.R. on 1 May 1968, Subsequent 
overflights ended the apability for de p interior surveillance of the 

U.S.S.R. Future overhead surveillance missions would réduire presi- 

dential approval. | : 

BYE-56165-78 
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The first U.S. and reconnaissance satellite (photo or SIGINT) to 
become operational was successfully launched on 22 June 196 from Cape 

Canaveral, Florida aboard a Thor-Able-Star. GRAB/Dym 1, as this 

ELINT satellite was named, shared the launch vehicle with Transit 2A, 
the Navy's second navigation satellite. . The purpose of the ELINT 
package, designated Dyno 1, wag to collect ELINT data from the inte- 

rior and infrequently covered maritime regiong of the 0.S.S.R. ELINT 
data is transponded by the Dyno 1 for a forty-minute period after 

interrogation. ‘The mission ground station equipment was Operated only 

when Dyno satellites were transmitting above their radia horizon; 
recorded data from the down link(s) on magnetic tape; and forwarded 

_ data recordings with collection logs to NSA via the Amméd Forces 

Courier Service (ARFCOS). 

‘The ELINT capability of Dyno 1 was successfully tested on 4 July 

1960 at Wahiawa, Hawaii, well out of Soviet range. ‘Tense political 
climate following the U-2 incident dictated that this satellite would 

be tasked only by specific presidential authority. Thug only 22 data 
‘collection passes across the SINO Soviet bloc were collected and pro- 

cessed during the three month useful lifetime of the GRAB/Dyno: 1 

satellite. : | Sa a 
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II. ORGANIZATION 

Throughout its lifetime the POPPY project was managed, operated 

and supported by a number of DOD elements under overall Navy leader: 
ship. There were two distinct phases of organization, pre-NRO and the 

reorganization following establishment of the NAO in 1962, During 

soth of these phases,’ multi-agency activities were coordinated by 

means of a Technical Operations Group (TOG). — — 

A.  PRE-NRO 

‘Directorship of Project GRAB/Dyno (see Annex 3) was assigned to 
the Director of Nayal Intelligence (DNI). The 106 acted as the steer 

ing committee or staff of the project director. The 10G members were 
drawn from designated DOD organizations and@ thé National Security 

Agency (NSA). ‘he participating organizations, their responsibil- 
ities, and the staff responsibilities of their representatives to the 
TOG weré specified by the DNI. a : | 

1. The NRL developed the overall system concept; designed, 
constructed, deployed, and logistically supported electronic receiv- 

ing, recording, and timing equipment at mission ground stations; 
designed, fabricated, tested, and calibrated the satellite systems 

neering and technical direction through the operational exploitation 
- €roty concept through launch injection into orbit, and provided engi~ 

phase; trained mission ground station personnel} controlled the satel- 

lite prior to launch; monitored the launch; and monitored on-orbit 

performance of the satellite.. The NRL member of the TOG was desig- 
nated as the project technical representative/project manager until 

January 1971. . | | | aw S : 

2, ~The Naval Security Group (NSG) directed and coordinated all 

mission ground station operations; acted aq the focal point for all 
electrical canmunications associated with the operations of the pro~ 

ject; provided sites, support facilities and operating and maintenance 

NSG mission ground stations. The NSG member of personnel at the | 
ed ag the project. operational representative. the TOG wag designa 

3, ‘The NSA authorized the allocation of service cryptologic 
personnel to man and operate the mission ground stations; procéssed 

all ELIN? data recordings and disseminated the ELINT products inter 

preted national intelligence collection and processing requirements 
and made tasking recommendations; and furnished the magnetic tapes for 
recording data at the mission ground stations. the NSA representative 

to the TOG was designated as an advisor to the staff. i 

4, The DONI had the authority to review and approve all aspects 

of the project. ‘The Scientific and Technical Intelligence Center of 
CNI (STIC) provided intelligence requirements to the director; pro- 
vided signal analysis support to NSA; monitored the signal analysis 

-— Bye-56105-78 



program; and disseminated quality control technical data to miss ton 

ground stations. ‘The STIC member of the T0G was designated as the 

product control representative. 8 | 

6. As of 1962, the Ammy Security Agency (ASA) provided a site, 

support, facilities and operating and maintenance personnel at the ASA 
mission ground station. — | : er 

| 7. The sites where dedicated GRAB/Dyno collection and pro- 

cessing and spacecraft commanding systems were installed in the 
pre-NRO period are as follows: | | . 

e 

» «© @ 6 @ @ #& @ 

3 

ADAK, ALASKA... 2. see cee a 

HYBLA VALLEY VIRGINIA (Engineering 
Ground Station). . 8 ¢ 8 oe. Se a SO 

WAHIAWA, HAWAIT . 2. 2 es ee ee eee 

Upon consolidation of al] U.S. overhead reconnaissance projects 
into a Nationa], Reconnaissance Program (NRP) in 1962, DNRO established 
NRO Program C as the organizational component to continue operation 
and management of the Dyno satellites. By December 1962, the Byeman 

BYE-56105-78 
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Control System was implemented throughout the project to govern Secu” 

rity procedures. Byeman Project replaced the Project Walnut 

security clearance, The satellites became designated as FOFFY satel- 

lites, and subsequent lauriches would receive NRO mission numbers in 

the Eseries. ‘The DNRO reviewed the organization and responsibi]- 

ities within Program C as proposed by tha DNI in the time frame July 

1962 through January 193, ‘The following changes and ‘additions td 
organizational responsibilities were implemented: : a 

1. ‘the NRO provided funding to support Program ¢ based on 

annual program budget submissions by NRL beginning with fiscal year 
1963, The Consolidated Cryptologic Program (CCP} continued ta Support © 

mission ground station personnel, magnetic tape, and data processing, 

2. The DNI became designated as Director, Program C. ‘he ONE 

provided a POPPY project director Sy. gare bs for supefvising and 
adihinistering all aspects of the project subject to the approval of 

Director, Program C. _ | _ =. 

3. The NRO Deputy Director for Operations prepared routine 

tasking schedules for the operational contro} of POPPY satellites with 

technical support from the TOG, Routine tasking was directed by the 

NRO Satellite Operations Center (SOC) through NSG. NSA directed quick 

reaction tasking cf POPPY satellites through NSG following tip-off of 

Soviet space or missile activity: | 

4 Program A of the NRP provided the launch vehicle, launch © 

vehicle/satellite integration, and launch services. The NRQ sepa- 

rately funded this support. | - - 

5. ‘The Naval Research Laboratory was designated the technical 

director responsible for design, development, and operational}, support. 

Program C and the POPPY project organization functioned in the 

same general manner as established under the NRO for the next fourteen 

years. Changes subsequent to 1963 were the result of realignients 

within the Navy, changes in capabilities leading to added . responsibil~ 

ities, and changes in participation. Significant changes and asso- 
ciated factors wéré the following: 4 OO 

1. Starting in April 1963, the requirement for detecting, 

electrically reporting and logging new and unusual signals wes added 

to the responsibility of mission’ ground stations. ‘the resulting 

on-line manual analysis produced the earliest possible recog ition of 

| after it was couriered 

NUS for processing. Various site facilities were upgraded - 

- py-56105-78 
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and changes made to the satellite designs in ordér to enhance the 

detection and recognition of the new emitters as they were added to 
the Soviet radar inventory during their during the. 

1960's. These Soviet radar changes start Sealand ip 

the landbased early warning 

almost, all of which were initially detectec 
gained from POPPY. 

2. In 1967, CNt became redesignated as the Naval Intelligence 
Command (NIC). COMNAVINICOM retained the responsibility of Director, 
Program C. | 7 =f 

3. In response to the 1966 Presidents Scientific Advisory 
patiel's urgent request ta expoit overhead reconnaissance to determine . 

iff the Soviet Union was developing an antiballistic missile radar sye~ 

to-digital data conversion 2 all, data processing computer. ‘This ecg (ea gees nan sig system was installed in 
3 ¢, Alaska in late 1 

apid bullé-up 
Nn Origine i% 

Adak 

4,  AFSS participation endéd in Oc y t losure of 
its last POPPY mission ground station at | 

5. ASA participation ended in August 1976 with the closure of 
its POPPY mission ground station at ) | 3 

6. On 14 January 1971, the Navy Space Project Office was estab- 

lished as PM-16 of the Naval Material Command. The Manager, Navy 
ee Project (FM-16) was designated as the Director, Program Cc. 

PEY project director functions were performed within the System Pro- 

ject. Office (SPO) of FM-16. Liaison with NIC continued. 

7. In June 1973, PM-16 was redesignated as PME-166 of the Naval 
Electronic Systems Command with its manager continuing as Director, 

Program C,. . | : - 

77, the Directot,; Program C directed cegsation 
erationg. However, the Engineering ground 

continues to perform power managé~ 
aft operational capability. 

-  §, . On 2 Augus 
of the POPPY Mission 
station at 
ment activities to sustain spacecr 

1g. Qi 38 eptembe 
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All of the GRAB/Dyno ELINT satellites contained scientific cover 

experiments of the SOLRAD type. Engineéring evolution and innovative 

refinement of the spacecraft and ground station subsystems were con- 
tinued by NRL in the POPPY program following the transition from GRAB/ 
Dyno tad POPPY, The satellites were designed for long-life high-duty 
cycle operation, All satellites were designed for full utilization 
any tima a satellite was in view of a ground station, Fight satels 
lites provided useful intelligence for periods in excess of 

This combination provided 4 very effici | 
system which continuously had Operating satellites 
on-orbit from 1963 until 1977 when the program was terminated. | 

1% low-cost satellite 

-_ 

A. CLUSTER SIZE 

the GRAB/Dyno satellites were launched pickaback with other 
scientific and navigation satellites. ‘Two of the five attempts to 
ee Dyno satellites were successful. The first POPPY launch Mission 

orbited a pair of ELINT satellites. The next two ied a 
OPPY aa ea eae ried 
OPPY Each of final four launches 

The GRAB/Dyng satellites were of spherical configuration with a . 
diameter of 24 inches. ‘the first bynd spacecraft weighed 44 pounds) 

later Dyno spadécraft. weighed up to 55 pounds. — = 5 

In the first POPPY launch, both of the satellites were composed 
of two 2G@inch diameter acing wer joined by a 4-inch wide equatorial 

band. ‘The stretched sphera design waa used for all satellites in the 
next three launches, either with 2@-inch or 24-inch diameter 
configurations. ‘These satellites weighed between $5 and 13@ pounds. 

| The multiface design was first used on Mission in 1967, 
three of the four satellites being multiface. The fourth was a 

BYE-56105~-78 
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First U.S. SIGINT Satellite, 
-GRAB/Dyno 1 mounted above TRANSIT 2A 

ts 
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stretched sphere with a 9-inch equatorial band. The multiface 
satellite measured 27-inch diameter across flatg at ita 12-sided 
equator. Spacecraft equatorial bands varied in size to accommodate 
the increase in size and number of electronic and mechanical compo- 
nents necessary to satisfy the increasing mission requirements. The 
basic —_ structure wag utilized-on all POPPY satellites after 
Miss lot H ‘he weights of the multiface satellites ranged from 162 
to 282 pounds. ) 4 | | 

D. POWER, 

_ he first Dyno satellite was powered from a l2-volt storage bat- 
tery consisting of nine 0 size cellg in series, The battery was 
charged by silicon solar cells and was designed to provide useful lite 
of one year in orbit, Six 9-inch diameter round patches of 156 cells 
were symmetrically located on the surface of the sphere $6 that 
approximately one watt of power would be available for any orientation 

of the satellite. In full sun, a single patch could provide ahout two 
watts of charging power to the chetlical storage battery. From Dyno 2 
onward, +12-volt and -12-volt storage batteries were included. 

In the 24-inch diameter satellites, more solar cells of smaller 
size were placed on ll-inch diameter panels, ‘The six symmetrically 
placed panels provided -about four watts of charging power to an 18- 
cell, nickel-cadmium battery pack. (NOTE: 9-inch diameter solar 
panels were used with the 29-inch diameter satellite and ll-inch dia- 
meters with the 24-inch satellite.) °- 

E. TELEMETRY 

the ‘satellites continuously telemetered engineering data on the 
sekeeping condition of the satellite and state of the comand of 
ELI collection receivers and options 

hou 

res, etc. weré sampled by che BBM con as Dattery voltage, temperati ed 
mutator. Discrete or command status indicators werd binarily encoded 
and monitored by the contimuta tor . a 

3 . satellites were equipped with a 
telemetry subsystem in order to improve 

re ty of telemetry readout using aff) display at 
the mission ground stations. 

BYE-56165-78 
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"The first GRAB/Dyno satellites transmitted telemetry signals at 
108 MHz, In later years, frequencies in the neighborhood of 137 MHz 
were used to avoid interfering signals. 3 _ 

In the spheres and stretched spheres , the power output of both 
the telemetry transmitter and the ELINT data. transmitter(s) was fed. 
into a single atmi-directional, 4-element turnstile array, ‘The Same 

antenna served for reception of thé command signals. The miltifaces 
used two such turnstile arrays, one for command reception and telem- 
etry transmission, the second for ELINT data transmissions. 

The command receiver in the GeAB/Dvne satellite was adapted trop 
‘he system used : Vanguarc 

Ine receiver 

was a aouble superheterodyne with crystal control on both the first 
and second oscillators to provide stability. Audio amplification of © 
the proper tone activated the corresponding relay switches to turn on 
the data link transmitter ahd one of the two timers and to turn off 
telemetry at the end of useful life, 

As command options increased to include more data receivers, data 
links, experiments, station keeping devices, etc. the basic command 

system was expanded from a simple tone system to a tong digital system 
utilizing ten frequency tones allowing over a hundred comands. 

G. ELINT COLLECTION 

BYE-56105~78 
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H. ATTITUDE STABILIZATION AND STATION KEEPING 

With refinements in the employment and placement of new direc- 
tional antenna types, the orientation of the vertical axig of the 
satellites becamé a factor affecting performance. Satellites which 
tumbled or orbited upside down or sideways did not orient their ELINT 
antennas to produce optimum coverage im azimuth. To overcome this 
problem, a Gravity Gradient Stabilization Experiment (GGSE) was 
implemented in the eighth launch (Mission nh One satellite was 

= BYE-56105-78 
-i5s- 
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2-axis gravity gradient stabilization experiment succeeded in aligning 
the satellite's axig to within[§§ degrees of tha local vertical and 
consumed no on-board power. | _ 

ete! Gradient Stabilization was alsa implemented in Mission 

including 2-axis gravity gradient and 3-axis gravity gradient | 

iiitiie additional booms to provide yaw stabilization. In Mission 
Btwo satellites were equipped with 2-axis gravity gradient sta-~ 

bilization, and two werd equipped with the 3-axis system. One of the 
3-axis stabilized satellites used additional booms; the other used a 
flywheel to provide active stabilization of the yaw axis. Al} satel~ 
lites launchéd thereafter used the 3-axis, active system. employing a 
single boom and flywheel. - . _* 

Anhydrous ammonia was successfully used as the microthruster gas 

in one satellite in 1967 and in all satellites launched thereafter. 

Three axis stabilization was a necessary prerequisite to the 
station keeping capability. | | | 7 

| - BYE-56105-78 
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Mm 20 12 OE 1 engineering data readou 

and interrogation site at Hvbls Vi gia intl July 1967, when 
it was relocated to 

hell 
Jue to local in 

operation was relocated to Adak Island after Dyno. 
~* ae of are 

to preserve Opera- 

tional security. heduled closure of the SIGINT. ‘station 

at a mission con station was established Se UU 
in 1962, 

aad 

er ntinue POPPY 
operations until project termination, Adak. ceased POPPY 

operations in August 1977, | ; 

During the initial operations collections were ‘oooducted in Earth 
Satellite Vehicle (ESV) shelter huts. After the system stabilized in 

the sixties, the transition was made to permanent buildings. 

A. ESV HUTS 

The ESV huts were procured from Craig Systems, Inc. of Lawrence, 

Massachusetts, These a F aluminum shelters, designed for 

ByE-56105~78 
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worldwide service conditions, ‘ could be transported by helicopter, 
large aircraft, truck, tail, or ship. They were described as all- 
weather shelters constructed of lightweight rigid floor, roof, side- 
wall and end panels secured by two lifting-band assemblies. The 
panels were fire resistant and water proof. The ESV huts came 
equipped with two work benches, a spare parts cabinet, exhaust fans, a 
filtered air inlet, incandescent lighting, e power entrance and ais~ 
tribution cabinet, and an electric heater. 

At NRL the ESV huts were fitted out for operations priot to 
deployment. NRL installed sheet-metal supporting rackg to hold the 
electronic equipment, the necessary electronic equipment, ah antenna. 
mast, antennas, an antenna steering 1 sm and brake assembly, and 
an air conditioner. Tha ESV huts were shipped as stand-alone assen- 
blieg requiring only minimal site support. At. the mission ground 
singh aoe aad yi were — seep pedestals, on oh pal 
or on eleva platforms 1 with carport-t canopy roof, pro- 
vided with electrical ie ae they were ready oF once operations, 
The ESV huts were only manned t6 prepare for and conduct scheduled 
collection operations. By 1962, in preparation for the first dual- 
satellite launch, each collection site was provided with two of the 
fully equipped ESV huts. 

B. PERMANENT BUILDINGS 

As the expended exploitation and data collection roles placed 
increasing burdens on the site pefsonnel, @ mové into permanent 
buildings was started in the early sixties wher buildings housing_the 

GRD-6 direction finding systems became available at 
Adak. These wooderi buildings wére adequate to replace 

ESV huts and provided the necéssary space to install the Sry 
number o£ bays of electronic equipment. 

At other sites different buildings or parts of buildings. were 
° For the DOppy installation. By 1967, the 

installations were permanent 1 dings . 

BYE-56105-78 | 
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Mission ground station functions related tq ELINT data collection | 
included telemetry readout, Satellite interrogation, and ELINE data 
opie a Be ey recording, All mission ground Stations performed the 

=2lemet readout and monitored and recorded ELINT data Capability 

B. INTERROGATION | 

All satellites in. 508 nautical mile orbits which came within 1750 
nautical miles of an interrogation site could be coumanded or inter- 
rogated upon acquisition and readout of the telemetry signal. ‘The 
output of a command tore generator was fed into a transmitter with a 
258-watt power output and propagated directionally on an array of four 
1g-element Yagi antennas fitted on the samé mast as the telemetry 
antenna array. The satellite ELINT receiver(s) and data link trans- 
mitter(s) would be powered-up or activated when nor ag by the — 

and signal froin the ground station. ‘the wr gr or would be 
verified by interpreting state of command data in the —_—_! 
stream. 

With the move into permanent buildings, the manually steered 
antennas were replaced by remotely steerable, pedesta]-mounted arrays | 
consisting of two rows of four cross-polarized Yagi antennas, ‘These 
antennas could be trained in both azimuth and elevation, permitting — 

| ‘paesélis-78 
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uninterrupted telemetry and data collection as the satellites passed | 
at high elevation angles. ‘These antennas were fed by sO-watt output 
command transmitters. 

| The interrogation peed tion vinta into five bays of equipment 
manned by one operator. By 1567, the position included programmed 
command tone gerierators which read ‘pre-punched: cardg prepared to 
implement the specific collection task groups authorized by the NRO 
Satellite Operationg Center (SOC). ‘The position also included an 
R=-39BA/URR receiver connected td a 25-foot whip antenna for the gia th 
tion of the local standard time broadcast used to set the digital time 
generator. Solid state receivers replaced the ‘S-3008/URR receivérs 
used to copy telemetry. 

All satellite interrogation except for ELINT data collection 
operations, (such | ae Ae leer and power/attitude management , etc.) 
was performed 3 NRT eering ground station in Hybla = 
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__ Analog analysis of the GRAB and POPPY data was performed at NSA 
with some analytic support from NRL and STIC. A | 
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Collection operators noted in their logs occurrences of NSA 
specified signals of high interest as well ag new, unique or uniden- 
tified signals. After a pass, analog analysts eta Blayes back the tapes 
at their analysis and Be gp Mager Page tiong and 3 performed aural 
and visual scans of e of the recorded data links. er maeters of 
these signals of interest and wmidentified signals were measured and 
tabulated. After verification off the parameters of unidentified 
signals, leading analysts prepared a daily signal of interest — 
report for transmission to NSA and to other FOPPY sites, 

In the early seventies, pulse width selectors were added to the 
analog analysis positions to isolate and display the data collected . 
from a single RF band in the satellite (s). 

As the reliability in detecting and reporting signals of interest 
at the mission ground stations became established, the requirement for 
forwarding all analog tapes to NSA diminished to a requirement to for- 
ward only those tapes. containing unidentified signals or tapes specif- 
ically requested by NSA. Recordings not forwarded were retained for a. 
specified period, then degaussed and recycled. 

" BYE-56195-78 
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Most. project problems and anomali ies Teas: to technical innovations 
and have been mentioned in preceding chapters, A brief summary of 

_ other obstacles is provided in the icscaiiii paragraphs in the launch. 
chronology. a 

A, FIRS? LAUNCH. ~ GRAB/DYNO 1, 22 JUNE 1969 

This mission was useful for ELINT collection for just ninety. - 
days. In addition to the short life, the need for Presidential 
authorization to interrogate the satellite was 4 constraint on the | 
amount of data that was collected, The actual impact of these two 
factors was not overly important since stateside analog analysig and 
budding data processing capabilities’ were saturated hy the amount of 

data collected. No anomalies were observed in the intercepted data. 
No problems were encountered in the interrogation of the satellite or. 
in collection and forwarding of data tapes. Scientific cover experi- 
ment SOLRAD 1 was erations for 14 months and highly successful. 

B. SECOND LAUNCH, 39 NOVEMBER 1960 

‘The Thor rocket butned out 12 seconds early and was 8 destsoyed by 
Range Safety. Fragments landed in Cuba. ‘The iricident resulted in the 
prohibition of launch trajectories ideal for the desired 7@-degree 
inclination and forced a dogleg injection effort on subsequent 
launches from Cape Canaveral, Florida. This failure resulted in a 
nine-month nabet* in GRAB collection. | 

ow 

C. THIRD LAUNCH - DYNO 2, 29 JUNE 1961 

This launch vehicle had three spacecraft stacked one on top of 
the other.. Failure off separation system between the topmost pair 
caused Dyno 2 and State University of Iowa Dr, Van Allen's cp 
satellites to remain attached in orbit. ‘Thus Dyno 2 was used on the 
odd days and INJUN used of ae even eh during the fourteen month 
hee 2 Operational lifetine. | constraint of Présidential aporova 

aali @. rene 

ane 
satellite with INJUN precluded interrogation: GRAB/D ee on half the 
potentially lucrative passes over the U.S.S.R. 

D. FOURTH LAUNCH, 24 JANUARY 1962 

The attempt wes made to orbit a third ELINT satellite with the 
cover experiment SOLRAD 4A along with four other satellites. The 

 239- 

ce eg ee 
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Thor-Able-Star launch vehicle exploded during launch due tO a crack in| 
the second stage engine. ‘he ittpact of the loss of the satellite was 
a postponement of project intelligence collection activity. 

£. . PIFTH LAUNCH, 26 APRIL 1962 

Another launch failure occurred in the prograi’ a: first attempt 
from the Western Test Range at Vendenberg AFB, California. The ELINT 
package was the same type of configuration used on the prior attempt — 

- and SOLRAD 4B provided a cover experiment. ‘the Scout rocket rose for 
slightly over two minutes and landed in the océan within sight of the 
launch pad. | | 

F. SIXTH LAUNCH - MISSION ; 13 DECEMBER 1962 
injected into a highly 

elliptical orbit of 124 158@ naut miles because the Agena D 
continued to burn after its cee rend turn-off time. This ell ipeical 
orbit madé it difficult to detect and track the telemetry signal with 
the fixed elevation antennas used at the collection sites, | 

Near per iges, the field of view of wag consider- 

ably reduced to a radius as l6w as 909 nautica] miles, about half the 
radius of the field of view for the intended orbit. At ee, the 
radius of the field of view was approximately 2700 nautical miles. 

G. SEVENTH LAUNCH - missron JM 15 sume 1963 

The attempt to place the 
orbit was not entirely successf 

ints a circular 
“a Agena D failed. 

to ignite on its ew ciroulariaing born. ‘The re orbit of 95 
49$ nautical mi ed within eeks, | 

BYE-56105-78 
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I. NINTH LAUNCH ~ missi0N [BB 9 marca i965 

were deployed as 5 separated 
The first 3-axis gravity gradient stabiliza~ 

: ; perform as planned and the satellite flew 
ples Consequently, she first attempt to uée a microthruster for 
stationkeeping could not be evaluated on this satellite. | 

: the storage batteries of 
caused their Biergel suspensions aft, 

; Operation. The impact was a loss of some 

ages Created a problem with the 
after months. of “useful life, leaving several months 

Of sporadig operations when high sunlight conditions prevailed, The 
‘shtell te lasted for months , | 

‘J. TENTH LAUNCH - ass 31 MAY 1967 

The “thermal design of the Mission ee mal tifaced satellites 
favored the cold end of the thermal specification range and led ta 
high battery yoltages. ‘The impact was negligible since the satellites 
could be activated to reduce the voltages even when not used for ELINT 
collection. Such activations were easily implemented by the 5é~minute 
activation period and the capabilities for meleven activation and 
recycled activations at 16@-minute intérvals, 

ara a stretched schere with conservative solay cell power 
system design using four solar cel] patches on each hemisphere, 
experiericed power system low voltageg during periods of low sunlight 
and had to be conservatively tasked thereafter: 

Tn late 196 
e AT 2 OT 

en aspect monitoring again indicated a favorable orientation, 

BYE-56105-78 
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5 June 20 ae 

the microthruster was activated. P| caught up with, then: went 
ahead of before the microthruster could again be used to 
eliminate the small velocity difference and restore proper spacing.: 

There were a number of instances of cross-talk between receivers 
on these satellites, resulting in inhibitions on certain tasking com- 
binations. Many of the cross-talk situations eventually aieayeesred 
as battery vol tages fell. : 

| eventually succumbed 
3 x not until attainment. ‘Of over 

ae: useful: “life. | 

K. ELEVENTH LAUNCH - MISSION 30 sePremner 1969 

sowever, nothing out Of the 
Ordinary was odserved the initial co ata. | 

On the fourth day after launch, the Agena D apparently exploded, 
but no immediate adverse conse ces to the satellites were observed. 
The resulting orbit was nearly circular, and all satellites were pre- 
dicted to be within a 240 nautical mile envelopa by late mabey 
ALL subsystems operated as desired. No constraints were imposed on 

| mailed to respond ta interrogation by 
_@ mission Srournd stz Atay Whe ni lec 

respond. 

BYE-56105-78 
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L. ‘TWELFTH LAUNCH - ssi 14 DECEMBER 1971 

yere gome Occurrences of cross-talk in receivers of Mission. : 
‘which very-slightly constrained tasking combinat, jens. 

sgradation of storage batteries, starting with 
lead to power management procedures that slig 

asking, 8 conserved, 
¥ re- 

remain useful to 

- ByB-56105-78 
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new ¥ intel Tigence rewuizenents and the project's 
t 

A. GRAB/DYNO 1 

In response to the peauicehent.! 
U.S.S.R., Dynd 1 was. activated for 49-minute collection 
periods over the U.S.S.R. ‘he chief result ‘of this mission was the 
successful demonstration of the collection technology in the satellite 
and mission ground | stations. ELINT results included the following:. 

~ BYE-56105-78 
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ANNEX 1 

MISSION CHARACTERISTICS 
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FIRST LAUNCH 

PROJECT NAME: GRAB (Walnut security clearance) 

NRL MISSION: Pre-NRO Launch: Thor-Able-Star from Cape Canaveral, 
Florida on 22 June 1968 : 

ORBIT: . Elliptical with 338 by 565 nautical mile altitude, 
66.7 degrees inclination, and period of 181.6 
minutes. | : 

REMARKS : This was the first operational overhead intelligence 
satellite for the U.S. 

GROUND STATIONS : 

SATELLITES : Dyno 1 Transit 2A (APL) 

DIAMETER INCHES: 20 

END OF LIFE: 9 September 1960 

USEFUL LIFE: 94 days 

INNOVATIONS: . First U.S. satellite with an ELINT mission and first 

successfully launched U.S. intelligence satellite. 

First U.S. pickaback launch. 

Fixed tuned crystal video receiver with six monopole 
antennas for anni-directional ELINT data reception. 

ELINT receiver active for 48 minutes upon inter- 
rogation from the ground. 

BYE-56185-78 
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— pulses transponded at ho oeee | 

nk. 
on 158 MHz anni-directional data down 
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PROJECT NAME: 

NRO MISSION: 

LAUNCH: 

OFBIT: 

SATELLITES: 

DIAMETER INCHES: 

WEIGHT FOUNDS: 

NUMBER RF BANDS: 

RF QCOVERAGE MHZ: 

INNOVATIONS : 

NRO APPROVED FOR RELEASE 

6 June 2012 

SECOND LAUNCH 

GRAB (Walnut security clearame) 

Pre-NRO 

Thor-Able-Star from Cape Canaveral, Florida on | 
38 November 1968 

Not achieved 

Booster vehicle malfunctioned and was destroyed. 
Impacted in Cuba causing an international incident. 
Resulted in restrictions on all future launches from 
Cape Canaveral relative to acceptable launch 
azimuths. | : . 

Dyno Transit 3A (APL) 

28 

49 

1 
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PROJECT NAME: 

NRO MISSION: 

LAUNCH: 

ORBIT: 

GROUND STATIONS: 

SATELLITES: 

DIAMETER INCHES : 

WEIGHT POUNDS: 

NUMBER RF BANDS: 

THIRD LAUNCH 

GRAB (Walnut security clearance) 

Pre-NRO 

Thor-Able-Star from Cape Canaveral, Florida on 

29 June 1961 

Elliptical with 475 by 548 nautical mile altitude, 

66.8 degrees inclination, and period of 163.8 

minutes. 

Pickaback with INJUN - failed to separate. ‘This was) 

the second separation failure of NRL Satellites. 

Design of these separation systems had not been an 

NRL responsibility but on all future launches NRL 

took the responsibility for separating their own 

Dyno 2, INJUN (SUI) and Transit IIIB (APL) 

29 

55 

2 

RF COVERAGE MHZ: po 

END OF LIFE: 

USEFUL LIFE: 

INNOVATIONS : 

August 1962 

14 months 

RF coverage extended to two portions of the 

spectrum. : 

BYE-56105-78 
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FOURTH LAUNCH 

PROJECT NAME: | GRAB (Walnut security clearance) 

“NRO MISSION: Pr e-NRO | 

LAUNCH: Thor-Able-Star from Cape Canaveral, Florida on 

24 January 1962 

ORBIT: Not achieved 

REMARKS : ‘No guidance on Able-Star stage 

SATELLITES: Dyno + 4 

DIAMETER INCHES: 29 | 

WEIGHT POUNDS: 55 

NUMBER RF BANDS: 2 

RF COVERAGE MHZ: a 

INNOVATIONS : Attempt to place five satellites into orbit using a 

single launch vehicle. ! 

BYE-56185-78 | 
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FIFTH LAUNCH 

PROJECT: GRAB (Walnut. security clearance) 

NRO MISSION: Pre-NRO 

LAUNCB: Scout from Vandenberg AFB, California on 
| 26 April 1962 

ORSIT: | Not achieved 

REMARKS : Scout was launched with no attitude control gas in 
the fourth stage. 

BYE-56105-78 
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6 June 2012 

arabibohbNielunpOMIIS~ANELOL-G XE TENG TOILE 

¢: 

SIXTH LAUNCH 

PROJECT NAME: Poppy (Byenan 

NRO MISSION: | 

LAUNCH: Thor-Agena D from Vandenberg AFB, California on 
13 December 1962 

ORBIT: Highly elliptical with 124 by 15@@ nautical mile 

apogee, 78.3 degrees inclination, and sai aed of 

116.8 minutes. 

_ REMARKS: First burn in second stage continued until fuel was 

depleted. 

SATELLITES : 

DIAMETER INCHES: 

WEIGHT FOUNDS: 

NUMBER RF BANDS: 

RF COVERAGE MHZ: 

END OF LIFE: 

USEFUL LIFE: 

INNOVATIONS : 

BYE-561085-78 

Al-8 



Use of stretched 2@-inch diameter sphere design on 

First program launch without accompanying 

unclassified SOLFAD scientific cover experiment. 
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PROJECT NAME: 

NRO MISSICN: 

LAONCR: 

ORBIT: 

NRO APPROVED FOR RELEASE 

6 June 2012 

SEVENTH LAUNCH 

poppy (Byencn fi — 

Thor-Agena D from Vandenberg AFB, California on 
15 June 1963 ; 

Highly elliptical with 95 by 495 nautical aie 
altitude rapidly decaying, 69.9 ceseee inclination, 
and period of 94.1 minutes. 

No Agena second burn - failed to circularize. 

BYE~56165-78 
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6 June 2012 
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EIGHTH LAUNCH 

PROJECT NAME: POPPY (Byeman/i 

NRO MISSION: me 

LAUNCH: TAT-Agena D from Vandenberg AFB, California on 
_ 11 January 1964 

ORBIT: Nearly circular with 498 by 586 nautical mile 
apogee, 69.9 degrees inclination, and period of 

193.41 minutes. : 

REMARKS : (TAT) thrust augmented Thor. ‘Three solid rockets 

| strapped to booster. 

SATELLITES : 

DIAMETER INCHES: 28. 24 - 28 

WEIGHT FOUNDS: 

NUMBER RF BANDS: 

RF COVERAGE MHZ: 

END OF LIFE: 

USEFUL LIFE: 

INNOVATIONS : Axis of BJ aligned to within[fJ degrees of ver- 
tical using 2-axis gravity gradient stabilization 

with re at end of 26-foot boom with tip mass 
Satel- 

was Ces generate e c up or boom 

down by use of ami-directional antennas. 

BYE-56105-78 — 
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NINTH LAUNCH 

PROJECT NAME: POPPY (Byenan J 

nro mission: 
LAUNCH: Thor-Agena D from Vandenberg AFB, California on 

| 9 March 1965 | 

ORBIT: Nearly circular with 498 nautical mile perigee by 

586 nautical mile apogee, 78.1 degrees inclination, 

and period of 183.6 minutes. 

GROUND STATIONS: 

USEFUL LIFE: 

a 
= gradient stabilization implemented 

a allel 
e 

BYE-56165-78 
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Used Eddy current damper to control] librations. 
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| : 

TENTH LAUNCH 

PROJECT NAME: POPPY (Byenan 

nro misston: [i 

LAUNCH: Thor-Agena D from Vandenberg AFB, California on 
31 May 1967 

 ORSIT: Nearly circular with 588 by 598 seatieel mile 
altitude, 78.0 degrees inclination, and period of 
193.3 minutes. 

WEIGHT FOUNDS: 189 182 162 — 222 

END OF LIFE: 

USEFUL LIFE: 

INNOVATIONS: Aspect monitor ing systems on all satellites. 

BYE-56185-78 | 
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obi Dhai Wi BUM AD CALLED CaS Noi lals SOMITE LIDS GSUSTENS ODE 

_ ELEVENTH LAUNCH 

PROJECT NAME: © POPPY (Byeman (I 

nrc mission: [a 

LAUNCH: Thorad~Agena D from Vandenberg AFB, California on 
36 September 1969 

ORBIT: Nearly circular with 49] nautical miles perigee and 

586 nautical mile apogee, 70.0 degrees inclination, 

and period of 183.5 minutes. 

REMARKS: Thorad-stretched fuel tank on booster 

WEIGHT FOUNDS: 235 228 247 236 

END OF LIFE: 

USEFUL LIFE: 

INNOVATIONS: 

BYE-56165-78 . 
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TWELFTH LAUNCH 

PROJECT NAME: POPPY (Byeman 

NRO MISSION: } | 

LAUNCH: Thorad-Agena D from Vandenberg AFB, California on 

14 Decembeer 1971 | 

ORBIT: Nearly circular with 53@ nautical miles perigee and 
548 nautical mile apogee, 706.6 degrees inclination, 
and period of 184.9 minutes. 

GROUND STATIQCSS: 

SATELLITES: 

DIAMETER INCHES: 27 27 27 27 

WEIGHT POUNDS: 276 - 278 282 282, 

NUMBER RF | 

RF COVERAGE 

END CF LIFE: 

USEFUL LIFE: 

TNNOVATIONS : 

BYE-56185-78 
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COST DATA 
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FISCAL 
YEAR 

1958 

1959 

1968 

1961 

1962 

NRO APPROVED FOR RELEASE 
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FUNDING AUTHORIZED IN _SMILLIONS 

MEssIONS 
NONE 

NONE 

DYNO 1 

DYNO 2 AND ABORT 

TWO FAILURES 

ARPA/ i 

may, NRPS OP TOTAL 

6.2 

g.225 

8.79 

3.625 

1.5 
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FOOTNOTES ON FUNDING 

1 RP funding authorizations do not include funding to Program A for 

costs of launch vehicles end for launch vehicle/satellite 

integration. 

. Cumulative program costs for 14 launches (11 ns | 

as well as building, deploying, maintaining 

ound stations for an 18 year period was approx y 

jollars, excluding Program A costs for launch vehicles. 
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RADM L. #. 
- RADM V. L. Lowrance USN... . . 7. September 1968 to July 1962 
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KEY MANAGEMENT POSITIONS /INCUMBENTS 

Director, Naval Intelligence/Director, Project GRAB: 

Frost USN. .....-.-. + August 1959 to September 1960 
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SIGNIFICANT EVENTS /INNOVATIONS AND KEY CONTRIBUTORS | 

INITIAL CONCEPT/SYSTEM PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS (NRL) 

Mr. R. D. Mayo originated the concept of the Dyno ELINT satellite 

in early 1958. Messrs. H. 0. Lorenzen and J. H. Trexler expanded the 
e 

concept and coordinated with other organizations to prov ided for 

multi-agency participation, col- 

lection, and forwarding of data to or process product 

dissemination. RADM Reed of ONI advanced the NRL Proposal through the 

Navy, ARPA, elements, and the executive branch to secure presi- 

dential approval. | | | 

SATELLITE DESIGN (NRL) 

Mr. M. J. Votaw adapted the Vanguard design to accommodate Dyno 

-and the Solar Radiation cover experiment. He also established the 

interface between Dyno 1 and Transit 2A for the first dual-satellite 

launch. Subsequently, Mr. E. L. Dix was the chief design engineer for 

the satellites. Mr. P. G. Wilhelm became responsible for the satel- 

lite technology from 1965 to present. 

SATELLITE POWER SUBSYSTEM AND THERMAL DESIGN (NRL) 

Mr. F. W. Raymond supervised the overall design of the power sub- 

system with the solar cell array designed by Mr. J. Yuen and the power 

subsystem conditioning package designed by Mr. J. G. Winkler. Mr. R. 

S. Rovinski designed the thermal subsystem for all of the Dyno and 

FOPPY satellites. | ; 

COMMAND AND TELEMETRY (NRL) 

The command and telemetry subsystems for the first Dyno and the 

early POPPY satellites were implemented by Messrs. Dix and Wilhelm. 

Later refinements were made under the supervision of Mr. Wilhelm. 

These included improved telemetry and data link transmitters by Mr. L. 

_ EB. Hearton; command and telemetry subsystem expansions and refinements 

by Mr. Winkler; on-board storage memory for engineering measurements 

and timed command activation by Mr. R. E. Eisenhauer; and development 

of the PCM telemetry subsystem by Mr. Eisenhauer and Mr. R. O. Wilson. 

The original interrogation and telemetry readout subsystems for 

the ESV huts were designed and implemented by Mr. Dix. These 

subsystems were later expanded and refined by Messrs. W. E. Withrow 

and A. Q. Tool as the transition was made into permanent buildings. 
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| aI June 2012 

ELINT COLLECTION (NRL) 

Mr. Mayo established the overall performance requir 

ELINT subsystems in the succession of satellites based on 

a derivation of suitable collection requirements from the 

current national intelligence requirements. ‘The chief designer of the 

ELINT payloads was Mr. V. S. Rose. ‘TheSe designs were implemented, 

tested, and installed in the Dyno and POPPY satellites by Messrs. V. 
S. Rose, E. G. Becke, and L. E. Earl. 

Mr. Mayo designed the original collection system for the ESV huts 

and supervised implementation. Later réfinements and expansions of 

the collection system inside permanent buildings were supervised by 

Mr. Mayo with designs and implementation and testing by Messrs. F. V. 

Hellrich and W. M. McDavit of NRL and by Messrs. L. M. Hanmarstrom, M. 

J. Van de Walle, and J. N. O'Connor of HRB-Singer, Inc. 

SATELLITE STATIONKEEPING (NRL) 

Mr. R. T. Beal designed and implemented the 2-axis gravity 

gradient stabilization used in the POPPY satellites. Mr. Beal also 

designed and implemented the passive tip mast yaw stabilization 

concept to provide 3-axis stabilization. The active, electronic 

flywheel yaw stabilization method was adapted from Nimbus satellites 

for POPPY by Mr. G. E. Flech. Mr. F. Raymond ceveloped the se 

tions for injecting multiple satellites into their desired orbit 

The microthruster subsystems were designed by Mr. 

Wilhelm and implemented by Mr. P. Carey. Satellite aspect monitor ing 

and control methods were developed by Messrs. Wilhelm, Beal, Raymond, 

and Rovinski. Mr. Raymond determined the timing and degree of thrust- 

ing necessary for stationkeeping. Actual thrusting manuevers were 

conducted by Messrs. Wilhelm, Carey, and Beal. ee 

LAUNCH VEHICLE/SPACECRAFT INTEGRATION 

Mr. Dix coordinated integration efforts for the launches from 

Cape Canaveral. After 1562, the Director, Program A had the respon 

sibility for booster/spacecraft integration. During later POPPY 

launch preparations, CAPT G. Geyer USAF supervised contractor func- 

tions and coordinated with NRL representatives from Mr. Wilhelm's 

organization. ? 

cron 2 I 2 
. Eisenhauer conceived and designed the signal 1evel 

measurement experiments used in POPPY. These designs were 

emented and refined by Messrs. B. W. Ryon and J. W. Phillips. 
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MISSION GROUND STATION FACILITIES (NRL) 

Mr. C. W. Price adapted the ESV huts for Dyno and POPPY inter- 

rogation and collection functions, including the ESV hut layouts and 

installations of equipment. Later, Mr. Price coordinated the moves 

into permanent buildings and equipment installations with cognizant 

cersorve! (aa He developed the preliminary building 
design acliity concept as well as provided the layout of the - 

operational equipment for the receiving recording and data processing 

for the three MILCCN projects. | 

MISSION GROUND STATION OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT (NSG) 

CDR F. Hitz chaired the first TOG steering committee and super- 

vised the development of the GRAB/POPPY operations management system. 

Key focal point managers during the project's coming-of-age were 

Commanders L. McGraw and R. W. Olson. Among the POPPY project 

officers at mission ground stations making significant contributions | 

to management and data exploitation were Lieutenants R. L. Potts, R. 

E. Lentz, B. F. Booth, and R. L. Kellogg. CPO R. B. Kargle was fore- 

most. among the senior enlisted men who managed personnel and day-to- 

day operations and propagated their knowledge of ELINT in the field. 

‘LCDR J. Morgan of NSG headquarters coordinated operations with POPPY 

proj ne Ca during the early seventies and organized the POCG at 

NSA in ; ; | 

NSA DATA PROCESSING 
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FIELD DIGITIZATION 

Mr. F. V. Hellrich of NRL and Mr. L. M. Hammarstrom of HRB were 

the architects of the system to digitize POPPY data in the field in 

1967. Mr. M. J. Van de Walle of HRB developed the first linear phase 

receiving system and the RS-1A solid-state receivers. Mr. M. Sheets 

of NRL conceived of and specified the adaptive thresholding technique. 

Mr. T. W. Fisher and Mr. J. R. Lindley of NRL designed and implemented 

the buffered memory digital recording system for the ADDS/digital tape 

interface. | 
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1971 OCEAN SURVEILLANCE AUGMENTATION 

SYSTEM ENGINEERING AND INTEGRATION 

Mr. L. M. Hammarstrom of HRB and, subsequently, NRL provided 

overall spacecraft/ground station engineering, integration, and 

testing functions 1964 through 1976. | : 

4 

GENERAL 

The above names and contributions are representative of gen- 

erations of talented and dedicated individuals from NRL, NSA, NSG, 

AFSS, ASA, CIA, HRB, ONI, Program C staff, Program A, NRO. staff, and 

NAVSPASUR who developed, operated, supported and exploited the POPPY 

System. 
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ANNEX 4 

GLOSSARY OF POPPY-RELATED TERMS 
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TERM EXPLANATION 

Athos - German-developed crystal video receiveer of WII. Prob- 
ably named after Mount Athos in northeastern Greece, home 
of celibate monks inhabiting 28 monastaries. One 
thousandth anniversary of founding of first monstary, 
Great Lavra, in 1963. Book on Athos monastaries pub- 
lished in Germany in 1943 (Moenchsland Athos by F. 
Doelger). | | 

GRAB - Galactic Radiation and Background. Covername for Project 
Dyno ELINT satellites. 

GREB ~ Galactic Radiation Energy Balance. 

ia - NRO XC title for Mission iMcer ies Reports Control 

Manual. | 

Reptile | ~ Unclassified name used at NSA for POPPY project. — j 

SISS ZULU - Unclassified name used within the Naval Security Group to 
refer to the POPPY project. 

SOLRAD -_ —- Solar Radiation measurement packages carried along with 
ELINT payloads. This legitimate scientific payload 

formed excellent "cover story" for the Dyno ELINT 
payloads through the pre NRO period. | 

Transit 2A - Second Navy navigation satellite, shared launch vehicle 
with Dyno 1 on 22 June aes First successful dual- 
satellite launch. 7 | 

Transit 4A - Navy navigation satellite was the primary payload om the 
launch vehicle with Dyno 2 on 29 June 1961. 

‘Walnut - Name of security project for safeguarding details of the 
Dyno ELINT satellites. CANIS security oath. 
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